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Presentation Notes
Good afternoon and welcome! My name is MayChee Yang, and I will be facilitating our public listening and input session.We are the Structural Funding Inequities Subcommittee1 of 4 subcommittees created by the Gov’s Health Equity CouncilOur subcommittee has 7 membersToday, we have 2 of our members here:Guy Reiter, **  ** w/Menikanaehkem, Inc., in Menominee CountyFred Ludwig, Chief of Staff from the Office of WI Lt. Gov. Mandela Barnes in MadisonLt. Gov Mandela Barnes, ******



Purpose

Develop recommendations focusing on issues of
• Financing shortfalls in health care accessibility
• Failures in government assistance programs
• Opportunities for preventative health care

Today:
• Overview of a recommendation on environmental justice
• Listen and collect input
• Q & A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
**CLICK**Our purpose as a subcommittee is to…Develop recommendations that address issues on:financing shortfalls in health care accessibility,failures in government assistance programs, andopportunities for preventative health care.We plan to submit recommendations to the full Gov’s Health Equity Council for review and consideration, with the end goal of building a cohesive package of initiatives to advancing health equity within our state.**CLICK**Today, will be:An overview of our recommendation focused on environmental justice that is currently being drafted as we speakAnd provide time at the end of the slides, to listen to your input/commentsAnd respond to questions you may have about our topic today.***For the sake of time, I ask that listeners please hold their inputs and questions until the 2nd half of this session.***Extra info***This subcommittee covers local financing shortfalls in healthcare accessibility, failures in government assistance programs, and opportunities for preventative healthcare through food policy. This subgroup is broken into four categories:Safety Net Pitfalls: Design failures in government assistance programs produce administrative burdens, complex or exclusive eligibility requirements.Medicaid/BadgerCare Expansion: Missed opportunity to serve more of the state health and social needs.Misalignment of state and local funding: Decoupling local financing shortfalls from healthcare accessibility, such as by ensuring that poor counties’ limited revenue sources do not shortchange or prevent essential healthcare and social provisions.Healthy food access: Opportunities for food policy reform and investment as a pathway to preventative healthcare. Priorities in this subcategory include using food policy and investments in infrastructure (community gardens, walkability of a city) to address concerns that some communities have “more access to alcohol than fresh fruit and vegetables” and also clarifying and reforming “investments that result in additional consumption of unhealthy food.”



Overview
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Policy Pathways
Executive (Governor)

Agency 
(Dept. of Health Services)
Biennial Budget

Legislative (Law-making)

Guiding Criteria
Achievable through one of our policy 
pathways.
Reflect a commitment to equitable and 
just practices across all sectors of 
society 
Directed at structural and systemic 
levers, not individual behavior
Actionable

Prioritization
Generated 20 ideas

Narrowed down to 5 ideas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brief overview or background of this group’s progress includes 3 areas worth noting…**CLICK**Policy pathways: There are different ways in how our recommendations can become reality…some thru the Governor, or DHS, or through the biennial budget process, or as a separate legislative proposal.**CLICK**Guiding criteria: The subcommittee was tasked with developing and writing recommendations that…Are achievable through one of the policy pathwaysReflect a commitment to equitable and just practices across all sectors of society (i.e., disparity reduction/elimination).Are directed at structural and systemic levers, not individual behaviorAnd are actionable.**CLICK**Prioritization:Initially, our group generated a total of 20 ideas.We have since then, prioritized what were originally 20 ideas to now 5 recommendations.



Recommendation
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To design climate policies that reduce emissions and pollutants and 
address the cumulative and deadly impacts of their concentration within 
these communities.

Creation of a State Office of Environmental Justice

Tasked with collaborating across state agencies and engaging with Black, 
Indigenous Nations, communities of color, low-income communities, and 
environmental justice advocates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today – we will focus on the recommendation: To create a State Office of Environmental Justice.



Recommendation continued…
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• Inequity/Disparity focus

• Why is this recommendation important?

• Current approach(es)

• Implementation design



Questions or comments
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For more information: Governor’s Health Equity Council 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this time, we value any feedback or comments listeners would like to share.If there are any questions, we will do our best to answer them today.

https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/hec/index.htm
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Thank you

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MISC. INFOTimeline and process going forward:Drafts of recommendations to be completed by January.Then the Health Equity Council will decide how our recommendations discussed today will be included into the Health Equity Council’s final proposal to the Governor.
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